-AKING A SYSTEM DEPENDABLE IS RECOGNIZED AS A COMPLEX TASK )N ADDITION TO THE TREATMENT OF FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS THAT ARE SYSTEMSPECIFIC THE SYSTEM S DESIGNER HAS TO COPE WITH THE INTEGRATION OF THE FAULT TOLERANT MECHANISMS THAT SATISFY THE SYSTEM S DEPENDABILITY REQUIREMENTS (OWEVER THE FIELD OF DEPENDABILITY HAS REACHED A SUFFICIENT LEVEL OF MATURITY TO CAPTURE ITS VARIOUS RAMIFICATIONS )N PARTICULAR THERE EXIST A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF FAULT TOLERANT MECHANISMS TO HANDLE VARIOUS DEPENDABILITY NEEDS OVER DIFFERENT SYSTEM PLATFORMS 4HUS THERE IS AN A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE OF THE MECHANISMS THAT ARE ELIGIBLE TO MAKE A SYSTEM DEPENDABLE WITH RESPECT TO THE SYSTEM S 4ITOS 3ARIDAKIS 6AL©RIE )SSARNY

DEPENDABILITY REQUIREMENTS AND UNDERLYING PLATFORM &URTHERMORE THE UNDERSTANDING OF FAULTTOLERANCE MECHANISMS AND ASSOCIATED ABSTRACTIONS ENABLES A SEPARATION OF CONCERNS IN SYSTEM DESIGN BY ADDRESSING INDEPENDENTLY THE DESIGN REGARDING FUNCTIONAL AND DEPENDABILITY ASPECTS )N THAT CONTEXT WE PROPOSE A FRAMEWORK FOR MAKING A SYSTEM DEPENDABLE THROUGH THE REUSE OF APPROPRIATE FAULT TOLERANCE ABSTRACTIONS /UR WORK BUILDS ON RESULTS OF THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FIELD 0ERRY AND 7OLF 3HAW AND 'ARLAN ! SYSTEM S SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE ABSTRACTLY DESCRIBES THE SYSTEM S GROSS ORGANIZATION IN TERMS OF COMPONENTS IE UNITS OF COMPUTATION AND CONNECTORS IE UNITS OF INTERACTION 4HIS ALLOWS THE PRACTICAL USE OF FORMAL METHODS TO DEFINE THE BEHAVIORS OF COMPONENTS AND CONNECTORS AND TO CARRY OUT COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEM ANALYSES /UR FRAMEWORK FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF DEPENDABLE SYSTEMS CONSISTS OF CHARACTERIZING DEPENDABLE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES THAT ARE GENERIC WITH RESPECT TO THE BASE FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS IE FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS AND CONNECTORS AMONG THEM 4HE DEPENDABILITY BEHAVIORS OF THE ARCHITECTURES ARE FURTHER DEFINED FORMALLY WHICH ENABLES THEIR UNAMBIGUOUS INTERPRETATION AS WELL AS TO ORGANIZE THE SET OF DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURES ACCORDING TO A REFINEMENT RELATION OVER THEIR BEHAVIOR 0RACTICALLY THE DEVELOPER IS PROVIDED WITH A REPOSITORY OF DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS FROM WHICH HE MAY SELECT THE ONE THAT MEETS THE DEPENDABILITY REQUIREMENTS OF HIS SYSTEM 5LTIMATELY THE FAULT TOLERANCE CONSTITUENTS OF A DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE MAY CORRESPOND TO IMPLEMENTED MECHANISMS 3UCH MECHANISMS CAN BE DIRECTLY INTEGRATED WITH THE SYSTEM S FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE ACCORDING TO THE STRUCTURE SHOWN BY THE DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE 4HIS PAPER IS ORGANIZED AS FOLLOWS 3ECTION DETAILS OUR APPROACH TO THE FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF DEPENDABILITY BEHAVIORS 3ECTION INTRODUCES OUR FRAMEWORK FOR MAKING SYSTEMS DEPENDABLE PRESENTING A REPOSITORY OF DEPENDABLE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES &INALLY WE CONCLUDE IN 3ECTION SUMMARIZING OUR CONTRIBUTION AND COMPARING IT WITH RELATED WORK
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4O BE PRACTICALLY BENEFICIAL FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT A FORMAL FRAMEWORK SHOULD SATISFY TWO CONDITIONS I IT SHOULD BE EASY TO UNDERSTAND AND USE AND II IT SHOULD BE EXPRESSIVE ENOUGH TO CAPTURE ALL OR AT LEAST A BIG MAJORITY OF THE TARGETED PROPERTIES IE PROPERTIES RELATING TO DEPENDABILITY IN OUR CASE "OTH THESE CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED BY AN $EVELOPING $EPENDABLE 3YSTEMS 5SING 3OFTWARE !RCHITECTURE
EXTENSION OF PREDICATE LOGIC WITH THE PRECEDENCE RELATION ,AMPORT BINARY OPERATOR k < { SPECIFYING A PARTIAL ORDER IN WHICH PREDICATES ARE VERIFIED "ASED ON THE PRECEDENCE RELATION WE DEFINE THE RELATIONS EVENTUALLY UNARY OPERATOR k ◊ { AND IN THE PAST UNARY OPERATOR k ∇ { WHICH DENOTE THAT A PREDICATE WILL BE VERIFIED IN THE FUTURE OR WAS VERIFIED IN THE PAST 4HE EXTENDED PREDICATE LOGIC PROVIDES COMPREHENSIBLE AND EASY TO EMPLOY MEANS FOR COMBINING THE CONSTRAINTS ON SYSTEM STATES THAT SHOULD BE REACHED AFTER
FAILURES ,ET FAULTY BE THE PREDICATE EXPRESSING THAT A SYSTEM STATE CONTAINS AN ERRONEOUS MAPPING OF VARIABLES TO VALUES IE FAULTY σ IS TRUE WHEN SOME OF THE VARIABLES OF σ HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED VALUES NOT DEFINED BY SYSTEM S SPECIFICATIONS 3IMILARLY FAULTY ασ IS VERIFIED WHEN THE OBJECT STATE ασ CONTAINS AN ERRONEOUS MAPPING FROM VARIABLES TO VALUES 4HE UPPER PART OF 4ABLE GIVES THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE AFOREMENTIONED DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES FOR A SYSTEM 3 4HE PROPERTIES IN THE UPPER PART OF 4ABLE CHARACTERIZE ONLY THE SYSTEM STATE THAT IS REACHED AFTER A FAILURE OCCURRENCE 4HEY DO NOT MAKE EXPLICIT THE SYSTEM OBJECTS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN FAULT TREATMENT NOR THE NEEDED INTERACTIONS AMONG THEM 4HIS IS CAPTURED BY CONCRETE PROPERTIES DEFINED AT THE ACTION LEVEL &OR INSTANCE THE $ETECTION AND &MASK PROPERTIES MAY BE RESPECTIVELY REVISED INTO THE SPECIFICATION OF $ETECTION/BJ AND &MASK/BJ 4HE SPECIFICATION OF THE FORMER EXPRESSES THE FACT THAT A SYSTEM OBJECT TRANSMITS A MESSAGE TO SOME OTHER OBJECT IN THE SYSTEM AFTER A FAILURE OCCURRED 4HIS MESSAGE CONTAINS THE INFORMATION OF THE OCCURRED FAILURE WHICH IMPLIES THAT THE TRANSMITTING OBJECT CAPTURES THIS KNOWLEDGE IN ITS STATE 3IMILARLY THE SPECIFICATION OF THE LATTER EXPRESSES THE FACT THAT FOR A FAILED OBJECT THERE EXISTS AN EQUIVALENT OBJECT NOT NECESSARILY A DIFFERENT ONE WHICH REACHES A CORRECT STATE THAT FOLLOWS ALL THE FAILED OBJECT S STATES PRECEDING THE FAILURE )N OTHER WORDS THIS MEANS THAT THE STATE THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN REACHED BY A GIVEN OBJECT IN THE ABSENCE OF FAILURES IS EVENTUALLY REACHED EVEN IF A FAILURE OCCURS ON THE OBJECT IN QUESTION 4HE FORMAL EXPRESSIONS THAT DESCRIBE THE AFOREMENTIONED PROPERTIES ARE GIVEN IN THE LOWER PART OF 4ABLE .OTICE THAT THE INTERACTION EVENTS ARE EXPRESSED BY THE EXPORT AND IMPORT PREDICATES AND THEIR PARAMETERS DEFINE THE EXACT INTERACTION PATTERN BETWEEN THE TWO OBJECTS INDICATED BY THE PREDICATE PARAMETERS /BJECT ε IS USED TO SIGNIFY ANY OBJECT OF THE ENVIRONMENT )N ADDITION THE EQUIVALENCE OF OBJECT SPECIFICATIONS NOTED ≡ Q IS DEFINED WITH RESPECT TO THE OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR OF OBJECTS IE THE SPECIFICATIONS OF TWO OBJECTS ARE EQUIVALENT IF THE SEQUENCES OF IMPORT AND EXPORT ACTIONS PERFORMED BY THE OBJECTS ARE EQUIVALENT
4ABLE 4HE FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SOME DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES $EPENDABILITY 3 ≡ ;σ= ∧ FAULTY σ ⇒ ∃ σ ∈ Σ ;σ= < ;σ = 3AFETY 3 ≡ ;σ= ∧ FAULTY σ ⇒ ∃ σ σ ∈ Σ ;σ= < ;σ = ∧ ;σ = < ;σ=
&MASK/BJ α ≡ (;ασ= ∧ FAULTY ασ ⇒ ∃ β βΣ ≡ αΣ ∧ ;ασ= < ;βσ= ∧ ¬FAULTY βσ ∧ ∃ασ ;ασ = < ;ασ= ⇒ ∃ βσ βσ ασ ∧ ;βσ = < ;βσ= 
!S MORE CONCRETE EXAMPLES LET US CONSIDER THE ENFORCEMENT OF DEPENDABILITY FOR AN OBJECT USING A REPLICATION TECHNIQUE !CHIEVING REPLICATION CONSISTS OF REPLICATING AN OBJECT INTO A GROUP OF OBJECTS AND MAKING THE GROUP BEHAVE AS A SINGLE OBJECT FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE GROUP S ENVIRONMENT 4HE BEHAVIOR OF THE OBJECTS GROUP MAY DIFFER DEPENDING ON THE REPLICATION TECHNIQUE IE ACTIVE SEMIACTIVE PASSIVE THAT IS USED 4HE FORMULAS OF 4ABLE CHARACTERIZE THE DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES FOR THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE REPLICATION TECHNIQUES WHERE ID D UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES THE DATA D AMONG ALL THE DATA EXCHANGED IN THE SYSTEM 4HE ID FUNCTION IS DEFINED SO THAT ID D ID D IF D AND D ARE EXPORTED BY OBJECTS HAVING EQUIVALENT SPECIFICATIONS AND THE EXPORT ACTIONS CORRESPOND IN THE SEQUENCES OF THE )/ ACTIONS PERFORMED BY THE OBJECTS
&%XPORT TO &ILTER%XPORT 
$ERIVING DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURES FROM PROPERTIES SPECIFICATIONS )DEALLY ONE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A SYSTEMATIC WAY TO DERIVE THE STRUCTURE OF A DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE FROM ITS ASSOCIATED FORMAL SPECIFICATION !LTHOUGH NOT DIRECT THE PROPOSED SPECIFICATION OF DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES EMBEDS THE NEEDED INFORMATION ,ET US GIVE A CLOSE LOOK AT DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES &ROM A PROPERTY SPECIFICATION WE ARE ABLE TO INFER I THE OBJECTS INVOLVED IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE PROPERTY WHICH ARE ALL THE OBJECTS APPEARING IN THE SPECIFICATION II THE OBJECTS BEHAVIORS WITH RESPECT TO DEPENDABILITY WHICH ARE GIVEN BY PART OF THE SPECIFICATION THAT REFERS TO THE OBJECT AND III THE NEEDED INTERACTIONS AMONG OBJECTS WHICH ARE GIVEN BY PART OF THE SPECIFICATION EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF IMPORT AND EXPORT PREDICATES 4O SYSTEMATICALLY INFER THE ABOVE INFORMATION AND HENCE A DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE FROM A PROPERTY SPECIFICATION WE PROPOSE TO STRUCTURE THE $EVELOPING $EPENDABLE 3YSTEMS 5SING 3OFTWARE !RCHITECTURE
SPECIFICATION OF DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES ACCORDINGLY &OR /BJECT4YPE STATING WHETHER THE OBJECT IS GENERIC OR NOT AND PARAMETERS 6AR.AME BEING OF TYPE INTEGER 4ABLE GIVES THE FORM OF THE SPECIFICATIONS OF A PROPERTY 0 FOLLOWED BY AN ILLUSTRATION OF ITS EMPLOYMENT USING AS AN EXAMPLE THE &ILTER PROPERTY 4ABLE 4HE FORM OF PROPERTY SPECIFICATION AND AN EXAMPLE
0 OBJECTS [/BJECT.AME /BJECT4YPE] )ND [6AR.AME] ¢ OBJECTS [/BJECT.AME /BJECT4YPE ] BEHAVIORS [/BJECT.AME FORMULA ] CONFIGURATION FORMULA &ILTER ' 'ENERIC; .= ¢ OBJECTS & $EPENDABLE BEHAVIORS I . ' I 425% & IMPORT ' I & D ∧ IMPORT ' J & D ∧ ID D ID D ⇒ ∃ EXPORT & ε D ID D ID D CONFIGURATION I . IMPORT ' I & D ∧ EXPORT & ε D )
NTUITIVELY WE CAN INFER FROM THE SPECIFICATION OF THE &ILTER PROPERTY THAT THE CORRESPONDING DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE IS MADE OF THE SET OF GENERIC COMPONENTS ' I AND OF THE DEPENDABLE COMPONENT & )N ADDITION THE FORMULA GIVEN IN THE CONFIGURATION PART ENABLES TO DEDUCE INTERACTION AMONG COMPONENTS BASED ON THE SEMANTICS OF THE IMPORT AND EXPORT PREDICATES IMPORT α β D AS WELL AS EXPORT α β D IMPLIES THAT THE %XPORT PORT OF α IS BOUND TO THE )MPORT PORT OF β 7E FURTHER RECALL THAT ε IS USED TO SIGNIFY ANY OBJECT OF THE ENVIRONMENT 4HUS IMPORT α ε D RESP IMPORT ε α D SIGNIFIES THAT THE %XPORT RESP )MPORT PORT OF α IS BOUND TO THE ARCHITECTURE S )MPORT RESP %XPORT PORT 4HE SAME APPLIES FOR THE EXPORT PREDICATE 0RECISELY THE INFERENCE OF THE LOGICAL FORMULA AND OF THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN DEPENDABILITY PROPERTY IS ACHIEVED AS FOLLOWS ,ET 0 BE DEFINED AS
0 OBJECTS / s ≤ I ≤ N VAR ¢ OBJECTS / s ≤ I ≤ N BEHAVIORS / s " s ≤ I ≤ M CONFIGURATION " 4HE CORRESPONDING LOGICAL FORMULA IS EQUIVALENT TO ∃ Ο 1 , ..., Ο x , ∃ / / x " ∧ ∧ s)w " s ,
ET US REMARK HERE THAT THE PROPOSED SPECIFICATION OF PROPERTIES MAY LEAD TO EXTEND THE ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS 4HIS IS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE NEW
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DEFINITION OF &ILTER WHICH EXTENDS THE ORIGINAL ONE WITH THE FORMULA STATED IN THE CONFIGURATION PART !S ANOTHER EXAMPLE LET US CONSIDER THE
!TOMIC$ELIVERY PROPERTY 4HE EMBEDDED FORMULA ∃ α ∈ ' IMPORT ε α D ⇒ ∀ α s ∈ ' IMPORT ε α s D
RELATES TO THE BEHAVIOR OF THE αS )T ALSO RELATES TO THE ARCHITECTURE S CONFIGURATION ALL THE αS ARE ACCESSIBLE BY OBJECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 4HUS THIS FORMULA MUST APPEAR IN TWO PARTS OF THE
# 0 !NC F 0 ∀. ∈ !NC F 0 0 ⇒ 0ROP . ∧ ¬ ∃ . ∈ .[. ] 0 ⇒ 0ROP . ⇒ 0ROP . # 0 $EC F ∀ . ∈ $EC FÀ 0ROP . ⇒ 0 ∧ ¬ ∃ . ∈ . [. ] 0ROP . ⇒ 0ROP . ⇒ 0 ,)NSERT 0/7 0 × 0/7 . → 0 × 0/7 0/7 0 )NSERT [0 s ] s)x . ∩ s)x !NC Fs ∧ t)x 0 t [$EC Fs ] s)x IF # ∧ s)x 0 s ∩ s)x !NC Fs ∧ t)x 0 t AND ∀I ∈ [1, N] # 0 s $EC Fs
7HEN A NODE DEFINING A CONCRETE PROPERTY 0 IS CREATED WITHIN THE REPOSITORY THE NODE SHOULD BE COMPLETED WITH ITS CORRESPONDING ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION 4HIS IS REALIZED BY INFERRING THE ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION FROM THE PROPERTY SPECIFICATION AS DISCUSSED IN THE PREVIOUS SUBSECTION
#ORRECT ARCHITECTURE REFINEMENT 5P TO THIS POINT WE HAVE SEEN THAT THE INTRODUCTION OF A PROPERTY WITHIN THE REPOSITORY IS ACHIEVED ACCORDING TO THE REFINEMENT RELATION OVER DEPENDABILITY PROPERTIES ,ET US CONSIDER TWO
PROPERTIES 0 AND 0 SUCH THAT 0 REFINES 0 &ROM THE DEVELOPER S STANDPOINT THIS MEANS THAT THE ARCHITECTURE ! ASSOCIATED TO 0 MAY BE SAFELY USED TO ENFORCE PROPERTY 0 ,ET US NOW ASSUME THAT THE ARCHITECTURE ! ASSOCIATED TO 0 WAS ORIGINALLY SELECTED TO MAKE A SYSTEM DEPENDABLE BUT 
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WAS LATER REPLACED BY ! EG SUCH A REPLACEMENT MAY BE DUE TO THE AVAILABILITY OF THE MECHANISMS EMBEDDED BY ! 4HE REPLACEMENT OF ! BY ! IS PRACTICAL ONLY IF BOTH ARCHITECTURES HAVE COMPATIBLE STRUCTURES IE ! EXPOSES THE STRUCTURE OF ! S ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS )N THIS WAY THE LATER REPLACEMENT OF A DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURE BY AN ARCHITECTURE ENFORCING A STRONGER PROPERTY DOES NOT IMPACT ON THE DESIGN DECISION MADE SO FAR 4HUS
• !N ARCHITECTURE ! IS DEFINED BY THE TRIPLET 0 3 # 3 " 3 • 0 3 DENOTES THE DEPENDABILITY PROPERTY OF ! • # 3 DENOTES THE COMPONENTS OF ! • " 3 [ # s # s ] s)x # s # s ∈ # 3 DEFINES THE ARCHITECTURAL BINDINGS AMONG ! S COMPONENTS • #OMP 0/7 " → 0/7 # IS
THE FUNCTION THAT RETURNS THE SET OF COMPONENTS EMBEDDED IN A GIVEN SET OF BINDINGS
• ! DENOTES THE SET OF DEPENDABLE ARCHITECTURES #OMMUNICATIONS OF THE !#-,APRIE * # $EPENDABILITY "ASIC #ONCEPTS AND 4ERMINOLOGY $EPENDABLE #OMPUTING AND &AULT4OLERANT 3YSTEMS 3PRINGER6ERLAG ,E-ETAYER $ 3OFTWARE !RCHITECTURE 3TYLES AS 'RAPH 'RAMMARS 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE !#-3)'3/&4 3YMPOSIUM ON &OUNDATIONS OF 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING PAGES ,UCKHAM $ # ET AL 3PECIFICATION AND !NALYSIS OF 3YSTEM !RCHITECTURE 5SING 2APIDE )%%% 4RANSACTIONS ON 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING -ANNA : ET AL 34E0 4HE 3TANFORD 4EMPORAL 0ROVER 4ECHNICAL 2EPORT .O #OMPUTER 3CIENCE $EPARTMENT 3TANFORD 5NIVERSITY 3TANFORD #! 53! -ILI 2 ET AL 3TORING AND 2ETRIEVING 3OFTWARE #OMPONENTS ! 2EFINEMENT "ASED 3YSTEM )%%% 4RANSACTIONS ON 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING -ORICONI -ET AL #ORRECT !RCHITECTURE 2EFINEMENT )%%% 4RANSACTIONS ON 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING 0ERRY $ % 4HE )NSCAPE %NVIRONMENT 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE TH )NTERNATIONAL #ONFERENCE ON 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING PAGES 0ERRY $ % AND 7OLF ! , &OUNDATIONS FOR THE 3TUDY OF 3OFTWARE !RCHITECTURE !#-3)'3/&4 3OFTWARE %NGINEERING .OTES
IS THE FUNCTION THAT RETURNS THE DEPENDABLE BEHAVIOR OF A GIVEN COMPONENT BELONGING TO THE SPECIFICATION OF A GIVEN DEPENDABILITY PROPERTY 7E INTRODUCE THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION TO IDENTIFY WHETHER AN ARCHITECTURE ! P IS A CORRECT REFINEMENT OF AN ARCHITECTURE ! WITH RESPECT TO THE ARCHITECTURES STRUCTURES
2EFINE ! × ! → "//, 2EFINE ! ! P ∃ TOTAL FUNCTION -# 3 → 0/7 " 32 SUCH THAT -IS TO AND ONTO AND ∀ # # ∈ # 3 # ≠ # ∧ #OMP -# ∩ #OMP -# ∅ AND ∀ # ∈ # 3 $EPENDABILITY 0 32 -# ⇒ "EH 0 3 # $EPENDABILITY GIVES THE DEPENDABILITY BEHAVIOR OF THE SUBARCHITECTURE GIVEN BY A SET OF BINDINGS AMONG COMPONENTS $EVELOPING $EPENDABLE 3YSTEMS 5SING 3OFTWARE !RCHITECTURE $EPENDABILITY 0 × 0/7 " → 0 $EPENDABILITY 0 " ∧ 5sÀ ∈ 5ywÈ"É "EH 0 # s ∧ ∧ ∀È5À 5 ÉÀ ∈ " IMPORT # # D ⇒ EXPORT # # D ,2ETRIEVE 0 → . ∪ ⊥ WITH 4ITOS 3ARIDAKIS 6AL©RIE )SSARNY 2ETRIEVE 0 . IF . ∈ . ∧ 0ROP . ⇒ 0 ∧ ¬ ∃ . ∈ . 0ROP . ⇒ 0ROP . ⇒ 0 OR ⊥ IF ¬ ∃ . ∈ . 0ROP . ⇒ 0 4HE NODE . RETURNED
